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PBICTION IN PIPEG AT S~ERSONIJ AXD SKBSONIG VELOCITIES 

by Gose?h H. Keenan and Ernest P. Neumann 

PUKMARY 

The apparent friction coefficient was determined ex- 
perimentally fqr the flow cf air through smooth pi?es at 
subsonic and supersonic velocities. Values of the t.ach num- 
ber ranged from 0.27 tc 3.27 and of Reynolds number from 
1 x 105 to 8.7 x x5. In su,?erscnic flow the results were 
found to be strongly influenced by the oresence of oblique 
shocks formed at the juncticn of nozzle and sioe. Th3 ef- 
fect of these shocks on the ccefficient of friction was de- 
termined. Nozzle forms were devised which eliminated the 
shocks and their effects. 

It was found that at diStanCBS from the ?ipe inlet 
greater than 50 diameters the a.o?arent ccefficient of fric- 
tion for compressible flow at aach numbers greater or less 
than 1 is a?,>roximately equal, for equal Reynolds numbers, 
to the coefficient of friction for incom.Jressible flow with 
completely developed bcundary layer. Mach numbers greater 
than 1 are rarely maintained for lengths of 50 diameters, 
For attainable lengths the ccefficient of friction is a 
function of the ratio of length tc diameter and the Reynolds 
number, with the aach number at entrance determining the 
maximum attainable length. 

' * . 

' INTRODUCTION 

The effect of friction on the flow of compressible 
fluids in ?iges of uniform cross-sectional area was investi- 
gated analytically by Grashof (reference I) and Zeuner (ref- _ 
erence 2) who arrived at a relationshi.? between velocity 
and friction coefficient for perfect gases. Stodcla (refer- 
ence 3) showed that the curves of Fanno ;?ermit a general 
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graphical treatment for any law of friotion. Frassel (ref- 
erence 4) presented the first extensive measurements of 
friction coefficients for the flow of air through a smooth* 
tube with velocities above and below the velocity of soundr 
His measured coefficients for both subsonic and supersonic 
compressible flow appear to be in excellent agreement at 
corresponding Reynolds numbers with coefficignts measured 
for incompressible flow. Keenan (reference 5) presented ex- 
perimental data on commercial pipe for the flow of water and 

-for th.e flow of steam at subsoniu velocities. Those indi- 
cated that the friction coefficient is the same-for the same 
Reynolds number for an incompressible fluid and for subsonic 
flow of a compressible fluid. 

In the subsonic region the measurements of Frt)ssel and 
of Keenan were in accord in that they revealed no variation 
of the friction coefficient that was peculiar to compressible 
fluids. In the supersonic region the measurements of Frbssel 
pointed to a similar conclusion. FrBssel's data for this 

+ 
region were published as a chart (fig, 7 of reference 4) 
which, despite its small scale, seemed to reveal great ir- 
regularities in the data. The friction coefficients, which 

:- * were computed from the derivatives of the curves through the 
experimental points, must have been subject to great uncer- 
tainty.. 

This investigation, conducted at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology .was sponsored .by and conducted with the finan- 
cial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for Aero- 
nautics. 

SYMBOLS 

a 

D 

a 
‘ F 

. Q 

Q 
l 

h 

cross-sectional area of test Fipe (sq ft) 

diameter of test section '(ft) 

throat diameter of nozzle 

wall-friction force (lb) 

mass rate of flow per unit area (lb/sq ft set) 

acceleration given to unit mass by unit force (ft/sec2} 

enthalpy (ft-lb/lb) 
c 
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M 

P 

Re 

T 

'rn 

Ti 

P 

V 

W 

X 

A 

AC 

Ai 

P 

7 

0 

ratio of specific heats 

length of test section (ft) 

Mach number 

pressure (lb/so_ ft abs.) 

Reynolds number 

temperature (p abs.) 

mean stream temperature at a given cross section of the 
test pipe (F .abs.) 

mean stream temperature at the initial state o,,fth,_e 
fluid stream,. that is, where V = 0 (F abs'.) 

mean velocity of the fluid stream at a given cross sec- 
tion of the test pipe (ft/secj 

specific volume (cu ft/lb) 

mass rate of flow (lb/set) 

distance along test section (ft) 

friction coefficient 7 

$ PV2 

friction coefficient calculated from 

+-= 

f- 
-0.8 + 2 log Rem 

4% 
with Re based on T, 

friction coefficient calculated from above-mentioned 
oquation with Be based on Ti 

mass density 
0 

L I 
. vg 

friction force per unit of wall surface (lb/sq ft) 

angle between walls of entrance nozzLe 
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Subscripts 

I refers to the initial state of the fluid stream 
where the velocity is zero 

1 and a refer to arbitrary datum sections along the test 
Pipe 

'Constants used in calculations 

k ratio of specific heats (1.400) 

cP specific heat at constant pressure (0.240 Btu/F lb) 

A number of foot-pounds in 1 Btu (778.3) 

OBJECT 

Some preliminary investigations (reference 6) into 
supersonic flow of air which were made in the Laboratory Of 
Mechanical Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of 

1 Technology indicated friction coefficients appreciably dif- 
ferent from those reported by FrGssel. The present invosti- 
gation was undertaken in an attempt to resolve this disa- 
greement. and to obtain some dependable experimental data on 
supersonic flow with friction. In order to tie the invdsti- 

1 gation into previous studies of the flow of incompressible 
fluids some measurements of subsonic flow were included. 

. 
TEST APPARATUS 

. 

The arrangement of the test apparatus is shown in fig- 
ure 1. Air is supplied.by either a two-stage, steam-driven 
compressor or a rotary, electric-driven compressor. At the 
discharge from the compressor is a receiver to smooth out 
fluctuations in flow. E'or some tests a dehumidifying system 
was used to remove moisture from the air Leaving the compres- 
sor. This dehumidifying system consists of a cooling coil 
followed by a heating coil. It is connected into the system 
as shown in figure 1. 
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. 
The air stream is introduced into the test pipe through 

a rounded-entrance nozzle'of circular cross section. Details 
of the nozzles used in different tests are shown in figures 
2 to 5. 

. 

The test pipe is in each instance a piece of standard 
drawn brass tubing. For the subsonic tests the inside diam- 
eter of the tube was 0.375 inch. For the supersonic tests 
three tubes were uoed having inside diameters Of 0.4375, 
0.498, and 0.945 inch, respectively, 

. 
The air stream leaving the test pipe is discharged 

either to the atmosphere or to an ejeutor which uses steam 
as the primary fluid. 

The pre-ssure measurements, from which the friction co- 
efficients are calculated, were made at holes of 0.020-&nch 
diameter drilled in the tube wall. To avoid a burr at the 
inside edges of the pressure holes, the inside of the test 
pipe was carefully polished with fine emery cloth. Connec- 
tions between the pressure holes, manifolds, and manometers 
are made with l/4-inch copper tubing. . 

All pressure differences were measured with simple 
U-tube manometers. In the supersonic test the pressures in 
the test pipe were generally small fractions of an atmosphere. 
They were measured with an absolute mercury manometer. With 
the aid of a sliding markor on the manometer scales, pres- 
sure differences could be read to 0.01 centimeter. Pressures 
higher than 50 psi gage before the inlet nozzle were measured 
with a calibrated Bourdon gage; lower pressures were measured 
with a mercury column. 

. 
The temperature of the air stream in front of the noz- 

zle could be measured by either a copper-constantan thermo- 
couple or a mercury-in-glass thermometer. Readings usually 
were made with the thermometer. 

l 

The discharge coefficient for the 0.375-inch diameter 
subsonic nozzle was determined by means of a gasometer. The 
discharge coefficients for each supersonic nozzle were ob- 
tained from the A.S.1J.B. data on nozzle coefficients (ref- 
erenco 7). 

. 
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METHOD OF TlSTING 

The air compressor was started and sufficient time al- 
lowed to elapse to obtain steady-state conditions before any 
readings were taken, Temperature readings were taken at def- 
inite intervals of time. Pressure differences between a 
.giTren oair of ta-os were measured on either a mercury manom- 
etor or a water manometer depending upon the magnitude of 

. the dLfforanco to be measured. In order to establish a COn- P 
. * tinusl check against possible leakage from either of the two 

manifolds, $prossure differences were recorded for each pair 
of taps, with the higher pressure first in one manifold and 
thon in the other. To check against possible leekage from 
the connections between the pressure taps and th'e manifold, 
a soap-and-water solution was applied at each connection. 
For the supersonic runs, where the pressures measured were 
below atmospheric pressure, the manometer system was tested 
by subjecting it to a pressure higher than atmospheric be- 
fore starting a test. 

* RISULTS OF TPESTS 

. 

. 

. 

The Apparent Friction Coefficient 

The results of these tests are shown principally in 
terms of the apparent friction coefficient h, This term A- 
is intended to represent for any cross section of the stream 
the quantity 

where T denotes the shear stress at the pipe wall, p the 
mean density, and V the mean velocity. In reality the ap- 
parent friction coefficient is defined in terms of the meas- 
ured auantlfies, flow por unit area, and pressure, through 
equation (Sj, tcgsther with equation (7), of appendix A. 
Equation (8) is identical with the statement 

. 
h=a7 

PV” 

if the velocity across each section is so nearly uniform 
that the mean velocity found from the flux of kinetic energy 
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. 
is identical with that found from the‘flux of momentum, or 
if the flux of momentum and the flux of kinetic energy do 
not change from section to section. 

. The flow of an incompressible fluid in a pipe at a 
great distance downstream from the entrance satisfies the 

\ latter condition, The flew of a compressible fluid satis- 
fies neither condition, It is probable, hO,WBVBr, that the 
former is nearly satisfied in compressible flow at a great 

c1 distance dGwnstr8am from the entrance, provided the longi- 
* tudinal pressure gradient is not inordinately large. 

The magnitude of the true friction coefficient (21/p?) 
can be fo\:nit only from a determination Of the magnitude Of 
the shSar streSs at the pipe wall. If the shear stress is 

- to be m3aSurad directly, the experimental difficultiss are 
formidable; if it is to be deduced from prossu.re measurements, 
either the analytical difficulties or the unaertainties in- 
troduced by supposition are likely to prove discouraging. 

The. apparent friction coefficient, on the Other hand, 
may be rather simply deduced from common types of measure- 
ment. Moreover, when its value is known it may be readily 
applied to the design of.passages. 

The adoption of th8 apparent friction coefficient for 
reporting th8 results of measurements of the type pr8SWLted 
here will facilitate comparison betwson data from different 
sourc2se The calculation of the apparent friction coeffi- 
cre2.t ',nvO~.ves 't>e simplest calculation and the minimum ex- 
trantious hypothesis consistent with reducing the measure- 
ments to a basis of compariSon. The tests of I'rBssel (ref- 
erenc8 4) and Keenan (reference 5) have been so presented. 

In all SUbSeqUent paragraphs the term facti 
cient is to be interpreted to mean apparent friction zOdfi;- 
cient ha defined by equation (8). 

Subsonic Flow 

Th8 results for the subsonio tests are presented in 
tables I to IV, The variation in pressure along the length 
of the test pip8 is shown in figure 6. For test 1 the pres- 
sure in the exhaust space aftor the and Of the pip8 was be- 

? : low tho sound pressure - that is, the pressure at the stat8 
of maximum antropy; consequently, tha flow through the pip8 
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was th8 maximum flow corresponding to the initial condition 
of the air stream. l?or test 2 the air stream was throttled 
behind the pip8 and for tests 3 and 4 in front of the pipe, 
to prOdUC8 pressures at th8 pipe 8Xft in exc8ss Of the SOUnd 
pressure, which resulted, in turn, in a flow less than the 
maximum flow for the existing initial conditions. 

The friction coefficients corresponding to the inter- 
vals of pip? length betwoon pressure taps are given in tables 
I to I?, In figure 7 the arithmetic 'mean of these values of 
the frl:: tion coefficient for each test is plotted against 
the arithmetic mean of the Reynolds number for that test. 
The lengkh interval from 0 to 1 foot was omitted from the 
calculation of the mean b8CaU68 the velocity profile was 
doubt:.83s changing greatly in this interval. The last 3 
inches of lsngth also wore omitted beoa,use of the effect on --- 
velocity an9 pressure distribution of the abrupt discharge 
into the exhaust spece. Thus the data of figure 7 correspond 
to a well-developed boundary layer and as stable a velocity 

?; profile as the conditions of compressible flow permit. 

The Van K&m&n-Nikuradse relation between friction coef- 
ficient :and Reynolds number for incompressible flow is shown 
by th8 curv8 on figUr8 7. The greatest discrepancy between 
the present results and this curv8 is of the order of 3 per- 
CBnt, which is approximately the degree of uncertainty in 
th8 present measurements. 

I 

Figures 8 and 9 show the variation along the length of 
the tuba of friction ccefficient, mean temperature, and Mach 
number for Eeets 1 and 2. The values of friction coefficisnt 
for incon>.:sssiSle flow corresponding to the Reynolds number 
at each point along the length Of the pipe are shown by the 
dash curve of figure 8. In test 1 the Mach number ranges 
from 0.32 to 1 and in test 2 from 0.3 to. 0.47. In both tests, 
however, th8 agrsement between the measured friction coeffi- 
cients and those for incompressible flow is consistently 
good. This agreemont confirms tho conclusion roaohsd by 
Keenan and by FrBssel that for subsonic velocities the fric- 
tion coefficient is a function Of the Reynolds number and is 
not aPPreCia>.l.y affscted.. by-.-change in- .the &Lch'--nUmb.er.- .-- .: ----. --.-.- .. ----- ...__ . ..- -. 

Supersonic Flow 

Length Of test pipe.- The length of the test pipe for 
su$ersonic tests is limited by the divergence ratio of the 
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nozzle that f88ds the pipe, For a given divergeno ratio 
and a given nozzle efficiency, a maxfmum length of test pipe 
exists for which a transverse pressure shook will not appear 
in a pips. Par greater lengths a shook appears, and this 
shock moves closer to the nozzle as the length is increased. 
Since th8 VelOCity of th8 stream on the downstream side of 
the shock is always subsonic, the maximum length of super- 
sonic flow is attained in the longest pipe without a pres- 
su,rs shock. ConsidQrations whioh govQrn the length of sub- 
sonia and supersonio flow are presented in appendix B. The 
maximum length of supersonic flow attained in the prese'nf 
tests is 50 diameters. 

The Nozzle.- If the junstion between the divergent noz- 
Zl8 passage and the t8St pipe iS not prOpSrly d8Sign8d, an 
oblique shook wave will form at or near the Junction. This 
wave will extend down and across the stream until it Bncoun- 
ters the opposfte wall and then will reflect back and forth 
along the length of the pipe. Pigure 10, from the thesis of 
Huron and Nelson (reference 8), shows such oblique waves in 
a two-dimensional nOzz18. Since in crossing the oblique 
shock the pressure rise in the stream is almost discontinu- 
ous ( measurements of precsure variation a$ong the teat pipe 
become difficult to interpret. Moreover, it appears probable 
that the existence of the shock stimulates thiakening Of the 
boundary layer and so influences strongly the magnitude Of 
th8 friction c08fficient. Under extreme conditions the ob- 
lique shock may initiate separation of the stream from the 
wall. 

With the aid of the method of Shapiro (refer8nce 9) 
nozzles vQre dasigned so as to introduce the stream into the 

b. test pipe without the formation of an oblique shock of suf- 
ficient intensity to affect the measured pressures. Figure 
11 (from reference 8) shows th8 flaw from a two-dimensional 

. nozzle which is comDarabl8 to the test nozzles and which was 
designed by the same method. . The first photographs, taken 
by th8 schlieren msthod, of flow through this nozzle showed 
a clear field in both nozzle and tube. fn order to make 

, visible the pattern of flow and to demonstrats that shock 
waves if present would be discernible, the walls of the noz- 
zle and the parallel passage were knurled, Each rib of the 
knurling set up a disturbance of small magnitude which 8X- .> t8na8d across the StrQam in th8 manner of an oblique shock. 

. Since the.~Pesencs of these small disturbances could be de- 
tected, the pressnce of.an oblique shock,would also be de- 

. tecte'd. Ihe walls at the junction of the nozzle and tube 
and for a short interval in the passage a little distanoe 
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downstream from the junction were left unknurled to permit a 
shock to be more readily distinguished, but none appeared. 

The effect of angle of divergence.- TO determine the cf- 
feet on the apparent friction coefficient of oblique shocks 
in the test pipe, a series of tests were made using entrance 
nozzles with conical divergent sections of difforont angles 
of divergence 0. The junction of the nozzle and pipe was 
in each case a sharp corner. 

The variation in pressure along the test pipe for vari- 
ous values of the angle of divergence is shown in figure 12. 
For an an,gle of 24O the pressure decreases along the first 
10 diameters of pipe length. This decrease appears to be an 
extension of the expansion from the nozzle into the test 
pipe- It is doubtless caused by separation of the stream 
from the walls of the nozzle. 

Fcr angles of 12O or less tho risa in pressure across 
. the corner at the junction was measured by means of pressure 

taps located immediately before and after the corner. The 
measured pressure rise is shown in each instance by the in- 

; terval bstween the two points at ze-,o value of L/D. The 
ratio of pressures across the joint varies from 1.30 for an 
angle of i2O to 1.03 for an angle of 2O. The departure from 
1 in the latter figure is hardly in excess of the uncertainty 
in the pressure measurements. For an angle of 6O the ratio 
is 1.16. The analysis of Meyer (reference 10) indicates a- 
pressure ratio of 1.22 across the oblique shock arising from 

c a change of direction of 3O at a Mach number of 2.29. This 
analysis is applicable only to two-dimensional flow which 
the flow near the tube wall should approximate. The experi- 

. mental and analytical values appear to be of the same order 
of magnitude. 

It may be seen from figure 12 that as the angle of di- 
vergence decreases the pressure rise at the junction de- 
creases and the curve of pressure against distance becomes 
smoothor. Kith a nozzle designed for shock-free conditions 
the curve becomes smooth and the rise in pressure at the 
junction becomes zero within the precision of the pressure 
measurements. 

. Although measurements made under other than shock-free 
conditions are not considered valid, a study was made of the 
effect on the apparent frictfon factor of nozzles of the 

. ordinary type. Such nozzles were used, presumably, by 
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FrBssel who gave no indEcation that he had developed a spe- 
cial nozzle for the purposes of his tests. The friction CO- 
efficisnts computed from the curves of figure 12 are plotted 
in figure 13 against the angle of divergence of the nozzle. 
These friction ccefficients are the mean coefficients f-or 
the interval of length bet?ieen values of L/D of 1.59 and 
27.0. This interval was chosen because it was approximately 
the samo as that used by Fr'dssel. 

According to the data of figure 13 the friction coeffi- 
cient for a given Reynolds number approaches the 'Ilon R&m&n- 
Xikuradse value for incompressible flow as the angle of di- 
vergence increases. Perhaps this is evidence of the increase 
in thickmess of the boundary layer caused by the oblique 
shock. The Van K&m&n-Nikuradse value is obtained from flow 
at large values of L/D, where the boundary layer fills the 
cross section and turbulence is fully developed. In super- 
sonic flow the presence of an oblique shock may have an ef- 
fect on the boundary layer similar to the effect of length 
in incompressible flow. 

The apparent friction coefficient.- The apparent fric- 
ti,on,coafficient h is plotted against distance from the 
entrance to the test pipe in figure 14. Data for the tests 
shown in figure 14 are presented in tables V to IX. The two 
extremities of the horizontal line which passes through each 
test point of figure 14 show, respectively, the positions at 
which the two pressures used in calculating the value of the 
friction coefficient were measured. Thus each point repre- 
sents a mean value of the apparent friction coefficient Over 
a short interval of length. The pressure difference across 
this interval was in each instance very small, and any ir- 
ragularity in tho prcssure distribution or any error in a 
prcssurc measurcmcnt had, therefore, an exaggeratod effect 
on the calculated friction coefficient. For this reason the 
points of figure 14 scatter over a band of considerable 
width. Nevertheless a definfte pattern is-discernible which 
is ccmmon to. all five sets of data. Near the entrance to 
the test pipe the coefficient decreases sharply tiith increas- 
ing distance along the pipe. At a distancs of 5 to 10 diam- 
eters the coefficient passes through a minimum. At greater 
distances thcrc is ovidonco of a maximum followod by another 
minimum. 

The data of figure 14 are not sufficien%ly precise'to 
establish the number of maxima and minima or the amplitude . 
of the fluctuations in the value of the coefficient, but an 
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attempt to approx$.mate these is represented by the solid lines 
of figure 14. A somewhat similar variation in friction coef- 
ficient near the entrance to a pfpe has been shown for flow 
of an incompressible fluid by Kirsten (reference 11) and by 
Brooks, Craft, and Montrello (reference 12). It is doubtless 
a phenomenon relating to tho transitfion from laminar to tur- 
bulent flow in the boundary layer. No exact correspondence 
between pairs of curves of ffgure 14 should be expected be- 
cause the degree of development of the boundary layer at pip0 
entrance varied from test to test with the length and other 
dimensions of the nozzle. The one exception is the pair of 
curves fn the middle of the figure which were obtained with 
the same nozzle and test pipe. 

On each of the charts of figure 14 are shown by dash 
lines values of the friction coefficients hi and Xc cal- 
culated from the Van K&m&-Nikuradse relation for incompres- 
sible fluids. The coefficients Ai and h, are calculated 
using, respectively, the Reynolds numbers correspondfng t0 
the viscosity at the temperature before the inlet nozzle 
where the velocity is zero and that at the mean stream tem- 
perature. In view of the "recovery" of temperature in the 
boundary layer some value intermediate between these two 
would seem to be most appropriate. 

For distances from the entrance greater than 20 diame- 
ters the trend o-f the coefficient fs definitely upward. The 
lfmit of this trend appears to be a horizontal line or a 
curve with ordinates approximately equal to Ai or A,. 

The five charts of figure 14 may be roughly grouped 
into those of high Reynolds number, the left-hand three, and 
those of low Reynolds number, the right-hand two. The left- 
hand group of curves shows a distinct similarity in pattern 
and position; whereas the right-hand group shows in compari- 
son lower values at the minimum point and higher values at 
large values of L/D. 

No analogous trend with Mach number can be discerned. 
Although the top and middle charts in the left-hand group 
have Mach numbers at entrance of 2.06 and 3.09, respectively, 
they differ less than the two middle charts which have Mach 
numbers of 3.09 and 2.84, respectively. Differences appear 
to depend upon Reynolds number rather than Mach number. 
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To test whether the changes in characteristics were the 
result merely of accidental differences between test pipes 
and entrance nozzles, two tests were run with the same test 
pipo and nozzle at approximatoly the same Mach numbcr but 
with different Reynolds numbers. These are shown by the two 
middle charts of figure 14. The differences between these 
two charts are consistent with the differences between any 
other pair of charts for two-different Reynolds numbers. 

The conclusion seems tenable, therefore, that gor value% 
of L/D greater than 50 the apparent coefficient of friction 
for compressible flow at Mach numbers greater or less than 1 
is approximately equal, for equal Reynolds numbers, to the 
coefficient of friction for incompressible flow. 

For Mach numbers greater than 1, however, values of 
L/D greater than 50 are rarely encountered; and for values 
less than 50 the apparent coefficient of friction is gener- 
ally less than.that given by the Van K&m&-Nikuradse formula 
f Oi' the same Reynolds number. Since the present tests dc not 
exceed a Reynolds number of 8.7 X 105, this last conclusion 
is open to question if the Reynolds number exceeds l,OOO,OOO. 

Because of a slight irregularity at the junction of the 
nozzle and the test pipe, the data of test 12 at *small pal- 
ues of x/D were considered to be less reliable than those 
of the other tests. The data of test 12 are, nevertheless, 
in substantial accord with those of the other tests: If 
they were shown in figure 15, they would not alter in any 
way the conclusions drawn below. The figure is somewhat 
simplified by omitting them. 

The mean apparent friction coefficient.- In figure 15 
the mean apparent friction coefficient between the entrance 
to the test pipe and any value of L/D is plotted against 
that value of L/D. This method of plotting has two advan- 
tages - first, this mean friction coefficient is more read- 
ily applied to design calculations than the more nearly 
point values of figure 14; second, since it is computed, in 
general, from a larger measured pressure difference, the 
values of the ordinate of figure 15 are less affected by 
small experimental errors and irregularities and, therefore, 
yield a smoother curve. 

The curves of figure 15, consistently with those of 
figure 14, show certain trends with increasing Reynolds num- 
ber: the point of minimum mean friction coefficient moves to 
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lower values of L/D, and the rate of increase of friction 
coefficient with L/D at the higher values of L/D de- 
creases. On each curve is given the Beynolds number corre- 
sponding to the viscosity at zero velocity (the "complete- 
recovery" value), and at the right-hand margin is shown the 
corresponding value of the coefficient of friction for an 
fncomgressible flufd at large values of L/D. 

The experimental curves are extrapolated in figure 15 
as they would go if the values for incompressfble flow were 
the asgmDtotes. The extrapolations cannot, however, extend 
to the asymptotes. It is explained in appendix B that for 
a fixed value of the Mach number at entrance there is a cor- 
respsnding maximum value of AL/D. as shown in figure 16. 
That maximum value represents an equ%lateral hyperbola cut- 
ting across figure 15. Segments of such hyperbolas are 
shown for entrance Mach numbers of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, and infin- 
ity. Bor an entrance Mach number of 1 the corresponding 
hyperbola is formed by the two axes of coordinates, and the 
maximum value of L/D is zero for any finite value of A. 

, 
At the lower values of L/D some variation from the 

curves of figure 15 may be expected if the nozzle design is 
not identical with the corresponding one employed here. 
Large departures from these values will result, as indicated 
in.figure 13, if oblique shocks are formed at the junction 
of nozzle and test pipe. But with a carefully designed ncz- 
zle and a smooth test pipe the mean apparent friction coef- 
ficient should be in.close accord with the curves of figure 
15. 

COMPARISOMS 

. 

In subsonic flow two previous experimental investiga- 
tions by Reenan (reference 5) and FrUssel (reference 4) in- 
dicated that forlarge values of L/D the apparent friction 
coofficiont is essentially independent of Mach number and 
is, within experimental error, the same function of Reynolds 
number as the friction coefficient for incompressible fluids. 
The present investigation, as shown by figure 7, confirms 
these conclusions. 

In supersonic flow the only previous experimental in- 
vestigation is that of Frbssel (reference 4), His conclu- 
sion is tho same as for subsonfc flow - namely, that the 
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apparent friction coeffic.ient at the attainable values of 
L/D is the same function of Reynolds number as the friction 
coefficient for~inccmpressible fluids at large values of 
L/D. The present investigation does not confirm this con- 
clusion. It indicates that the apparent friction coeffi- 
cient is a funution of L/D as well as Reynolds number over 
the attainable range of L/D. and that the effect of Mach 
number is to limit the range of values of L/D. 

Frdssel concludes that his measured friction coeffi- 
cients are represented within the precision of measurement 
by the Van K&m&-Nikuradse relation. Thus, the.comparisons 
of this relation with the present data, as given in figures 
14 and 15, are in effect comparisons of Fr8ssel*s data with 
the present data. It should be remembered, however, that 
Frfissel's data for supersonic velocities spread over a band 
with a width of about 20 percent, and that the method cf 
computing them seems to leave much room for uncertainty. 

FrBssel offers no discussion of the development of noz- 
zles suitable to his purpose, and the only published illus- 
trations of his nozzles are to such a small scale that 
little dependable information can be obtained frcm them. 
These Illustrations, however, are not inconsistent with the 
assumption that his nozzles were of the conical type with an 
angle of divergence in the order of 15O. The d-ata of figure 
13 indicate that for angles of this magnitude FrBssel's Con- 
clusions have been confirmed. For supersonic flow without 
oblique shocks, however, the conclusions of Fr8ssel have not 
been confirmed. 

The classical analysis of flow with frlctfon through a 
pipe of constant cross-sectional area is based on the as- 
sumption that the velocity is uniform over any cross section. 
Hawthorne (reference 13) used this analysis to show that the 
product of the maximum L/D and the mean apparent frictfon 
coefficient over the length L is a unique function of the 
Mach number at entrance. The form of this function is shown * by curves A and C in figure 16, and the abscissas of curve A 
determine the position of the curves of maximum L/D for 
Mach numbers of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, and infinity in figure 15. 

From this same analysis may be calculated the minimum 
exit pressure for subsonic flow and the maximum exit pres- 
sure for supersonic flow. The ratios of these pressures to 

,the pressure at pipe inlet may be found from fi re 16 from 
the intersections of the curves of constant with 
curves A and C. 
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For subsonic conditions the minimum exit pressure for a 
given length of pfpe is obtained by lowering the pressure in 
the exhaust space until the pressure in the exit plane 
ceases to fall. Then the entrance Mach number corresponding 
to the exit-plane pressure may be determined by measurements 
at the inlet. In figure 6 the measured pressure from the 
tap nearest the exit plane is compared with the calculated 
minimum pressure (the pressure of maximum entropy). The 
measured pressure falls slightly below the calculated mini- 

t 

mum. This is in accord with similar observations made by 
Frdssel. 

In supersonic flow an experimental determination of the 
maximum pressure is more difficult. The divergence ratio Of 
the nozzle fixes the Mach number at entrance. The maximum 
pressure will.be attained at the exit only if the pipe at- 
tached to the nozzle is the longest pipe which will not 
cause a transverse pressure shock. The maximum pressure 
cannot be attained, thoref%ro, although it may be approxi- 

L mated closely by a tedious method of trial and error. Where 
it 'has been nearly attained in these tests, it has always 
been slightly less than the calculated maximum. 

In a revision of the classical analysis Young and 
Winterbottom (reference 14) took "account of the development 
of the boundary layer, the variation of density across any 
section of the pipe, and the varjation in the frfctional CO- 
efficient along the pipe." The boundary layer was assumed 
to be completely turbulent. They show graphically to a 
small scale the calcul,ated variation in pressure and true 
friction coefficient, 2T/P,?y 9 in terms of the density 

PO and the velocity V, at the inlet cross section of the 
I 

pipe. For the larger values of L/D these values appear to 
be in accord with figure 15. For the smaller values of 'L/D 
the small scale of the diagrams precludes any comparison. 

These authors present comparisons of their results with 
the experiments of Frdssel and the calculations of Hawthorne. 
It appears, however, that they have compared mean values Of 
their own true friction coefficients with the apparent fric- 
tion coefficients of Frbssel and Hawthorne, and the compari- 
sons are therefore invalid. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

h 

‘: 

. 

For values of- L/D greater than 50 the apparent coef- 
ficient of friction for compressible flow at Mach numbers . 
greater or less than 1 is aDproximately equal, for equal 
Reynolds numbers, to the coefficient of friction for incom- 
pressible flow with completely developed boundary layer. 

For Mach numbers greater than 1, however, values of 
L/D greater than 50 are rarely encountered. For values of 
L-/D less than 50 the coefficient of friction is a function 
of L/D and Reynolds number. It is generally less than 
that given by the Van K&m&-Nikuradse formula if the 
Reynolds number is less than 106. The effect of Mach number 
is tc limit the range of values of L/D. 

For Mach numbers greater than 1 the mean apparent coef- 
ficient of friction decreases rapidly from a relatively high 
value at entrance to a minimum value which it attains within 
a distance of 20 diameters from the entrance. Beyond this 
minimum point the mean coefficient rises wfth increasing 
distance along the tubo and appears to approach as a limit 
the value given by the Pan K&m&-Nikuradsc formula. Tho 
point values of the apparent coefficient appear to attain 
the formula value at a distance- of approximately 50 diameters 
from the tube entrance - the mean values of the coefficient 
would attain the limit at perhaps twice this distance from 
the entrance, 

The variation in coefficient of friction with L/D for 
supersonic flow is similar to that observed in the flow of 
incompressible fluids. An adequate comparfson cannot be 
made, however, until more extensive information is available 
as to the effect of L/D in the flow of incompressible 
fluids. 

The minimum observed*pressure in subsonic pipe flow and 
the maximum observed pressure in supersonic pipe flow are 
each slightly less than the value calculated on the basis Of 
the assumption that the velocity is uniform across any sec- 
tion. 

The apparent coefficient of friction is strongly fnflu- 
enced by the presence of oblique shock waves in the tube. 
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i 
u 

l 

. 

The junction of the tube with an ordinary conical noz- 
zle causes oblique shock waves, the amplitude of which in- 
creases with increasing angle of the cone. The apparent CO- 
efficient of friction also increases with increasing angle 
of the nozzle cone, and appears to attain approximately the 
Von K&rm&n-Nikuradse value when the angle of the cone is 15O 
or more. 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

Cambridge, Mass., April 1944. 

APPICNDIX A 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The analysis that follows, except for certain -minor 
changes to follow the notation of this paper, has been taken 
verbatim from the appendix of reference 5, 

Dynamic Equation for Flow in Pipe of 

Constant Cross-Sectional Area 

Consider an element of flufd which is bounded by two 
parallel planes transverse to the direction of flow and a 
distance dx apart. The forces acting on this element may 

. 

be classified as normal forces corresponding to hydrostatic 
pressures and shearing forces corresponding-to wall friction. 
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It can be shown that Newton's Second Law becomes for steady 
flow 

.! 1' -7 
-adp - dF = (w/g) * (1) 

. 
where a denotes the cross -sectional area of the passage, 
dP the increase in hydrostatic pressure of the fluid across 
distance dx, dF the wall-friction force applied to the 
stream between the two planes, w the mass rate of flow, g 
the acceleration given to unit mass by unit force, and dV I 
the increase in the mean velocity of the stream across dx. 

4 . The wall-friction force dF may be expressed in terms 
of a friction coefficient which is commonly defined by the 
relation 

. 
l 

. 

where A denotes the friction coefficient, 7 the friction 
force per unit of wall surface, and p a mass density of 
the fluid which is otherwise +T. Then we may write 

, 
dF = TnDdx = hV=nDdx/2vg 

where D is the pipe diameter and dx is an element of 
length along the pipe. Substituting this expression for dF 
in equation (1) dividing through by av and rearranging, 
we gat 

8 
TrD 
sgdx = 0 

where G is w/a. Since G for steady flow is constant 
along the length of the pipe and equal to V/v, the last 
equation may be written in the form 

dp + - G= dv * 2hG" -- -dx= 0 
V g v Diz 

(2) 

This is the dynamic equation of flow through a pipe. It may 
'be used to determine the mean friction coefficient between 
two cross sections as follows: 
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Assume A to be constant between sections 1 and 2. 
Then equation (2) Integrates to the expression 

s 

a 
dp + Ga In 3 + 2AG2 ( 

Dg x2 - 
x1) = 0 

I p g Tl 
(3) 

which may be solved for A. In an actual case A may be 
l interpreted as the mean coefficient of friction. For a nu- 

merical solution it is necessary to know not only the di- 
mensions of the pipe and the rate .of fluid flow, but also the 
relationship between pressure and specific volume along the 
path of flow. 

The Pressure-Volume Relationship 

L Let us consider the adiabatic case, that is, the case in 
which heat flow to or from the fluid stream is negligible. 
Then from the first law of thermodynamics we know that for 
any section a along the pipe length the sum of the enthalpy 

a and kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid crossing that sec- 
tion is constant and is equal to the enthalpy at a preceding 
section i, where the cross-sectional area is very large 

,and the kinetic energy is negligible: Thus 

h + V2/2g = hi (4) 
. where hi denotes the enthalpy at section i and the. sym- 

bols without subscript denote quantities corresponding t0 
section a. 'Substituting Gv for V in equation (4) we . 
63% 

G2v2 
r 

h+- 
a3 

= hi (5) 

Equation (5) yields a series of relationships between h 
and VI 

Having determined by measurements the initial state i 
and the mass rate of flow per unit area G of a stream flow- 
ing through the pipe, we may determine by equation (5) the m h-% relationship. 

For a perfect gas 
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h = & pv = Bpv 

21 

(6) 

where k is the ratio of the s ecific heats and B 
P 

is a 
constant deftined by equation (6 ., 

Substituting equation (6) into the Fanno-line equation 
(5) wa get 

hi 
G2v2 = - + Bpv 

2g 
(7) 

3 which, for given values of hi and G, is a pure pressure- 
volume relation. Solving equation (7) for p, differentiat- 
ing, and dividing through by ,v 
of equation (2) 

we get for the first term 

dp G2 dv hi dv -z-e---- 
v 2gB v B v3 

Friction Coefficient 

Substituting the last expression into equatfon (3). and 
integrating between sections 1 and 2, we get 

or 

h 0 cpTfA(k-1) 
= (k+l) ln 2 

I 
(8) 

2Ga(x2-x1) 2k 2k. v1 

If measurements are made of the initial state, the rate Of 
flow, and the pressures at 1 and 2, the values of ~1 and 
v2 can be found by solving the auadratic equation (7). The 
friction coefficient may then be-computed from equation (8). 

This analysts is oversimplified in that a single veloc- 
ity V is associated with a given cross section of the 
stream and this velocity is assumed to be identical with the 
mean velocity of flow Gv, where v denotes the mean spe- 
cific volume. It is probable that the fr'iction c-oefficient 
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. 
so derived may be used to calculate wall friction whenever 

. the section is sufficiently far from the entrance to the tube 
that variation in that 'distance will not appreciably alter 
the pattern of flow if velocity, pressure, and other factors 

. remain unchanged. In subsonic flow such conditions are 
doubtless attained except in very short tubes; however, in 
supersonic flow these conditions may not be attained at all 
because of the rapid change in pressure and velocity along 

.the tubes of even the greatest possible lengths. The fric- 
tion coefficient so calculated may be called the apparent . friction coefficient. 

3 In the present state of knowledge of supersonio 910~ 
it is uncertain how closely the product of x and $PV2 
approximates the shear stress 7 at the wall of the pipe. 
It appears probable, however, that, with some exceptions, 
the apparent friction coefficient will prove adequate for 
design of passages in supersonic flow. The apparent fric- 
tion coefficient is at least the analogue of the friction 
ooefficient for incompressible flow and as suah its varia- 
tion with the usual parameters is of intsrest. The apparent 
friction coefficient also permits a direot comparison of the 
variation of static pressure along the path of flow for var- 
ious tests. Frtfssel's tests were reported in terms of this 
app.arent friction coefficient. 

The value of the viscosity employed in calculating the 
Reynolds number Be and that of the velocity of sound in 
the Mach number 14 correspond to the mean state of the 

. fluid at any oross section. This mean state is determined 
from the measured pressure and the specific volume as found 
by solving equation (7). The viscosity was in turn found 

. from Sutherland's formula - namely, viscosity (in centipoises) 1 
= 0.01709 491.6 + 205.2 

T + 205.2 

APPERDIX B 

ANALYTICAL RELATIONS 

Possible Ranges of Subsonic and Supersonic Flow 

The relation between length of flow, pressure change, 
.and mean friction coefficient. for a stable velocity 

, 
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distribution is shown in figure 16, Tho curves shown were 
oomputod from the relations derived in appendix A. 

The region in figure 16 lying below curve C represents 
conditions of subsonic flow throughout the tube. The region 
lying above curve A represents conditions of supersonic flow 

' throughout the tube. 

Within each of these regions are shown lines of constant 
a ratio of the pressure at the exit of an interval of tube 

length to the pressure at the entrance. If the Mach number 
at entrance, the tube diameter, and the tube length between 

b PO measured pressures are known, the friution coefficient 
may be found from figure 16, Conversely, for a given val- 

ue of h the pressure distribution along the length of a 
tube may be found for any value of the Mach number at the 
entrance. The curves of constant pressure ratio in the super- 
sonic region are valid'only if no shock occurs in the length 
of tube to which they are applied. 

.d 

. 

Curve A shows the maximum value of hk for supersonic 

flow for each value of the Maoh number at the entrance, and 

curve 0 shows the corresponding value of h$ for subsonio 

flow. Along each of these curves the Mauh number at the 
tube exit is 1, In the tube corresponding to curve A the 
Mach number decreases in the direction of flow; whereas in 
the tube corresponding to curve C the Mach number increases. 

Curve A indicates that the value of h$ for supersonic 

c flow in a tube may be increased by increasing the Mach num- 
ber at entrance, which is accomplished by increasing the di- 
vergence ratio of the nozzle that feeds the tube. The steep- 
ness of the curve at higher Mach numbers shows, however, 
that in this region large increases in Mach number result in 

. 

only small increases in A$. A Mach number of infinity at 

the entrance, which requires an infinite divergenae ratio, 

gives a finite value of h+ namely, 0.206. If it is as- 

sumed from inspection of figure 15 that the mean value of 
h is of the order of 0.0025, then the maximum possible val- 

ue of 5?. is 82.2. D Only if h approaches zero as the Mach 
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number approaches infinity,wfll it be possible to obtain in- 
finite or even very large lengths' in supersonic flow. 

Flow with Shock 

The region to the left of curve A may include a shock 
in the course of flow, pr.ovided the pressure in the exhaust 
space is great enough; on the other hand, the region between 
curves A and B must include a shock. Along curve B the Mach 
number, which is less than 1 following the shock, has at- 
tained 1 at the exit. Between curves A and B the Mach num- 
ber is less than 1 at the exit and greater than 1 at the 
entranoe. An interval of length corresponding to this inter- 
val may be subdivided into a.supersonic interval correspond- 
ing to the region above curve A, a subsonic interval corre- 
sponding to the region below curve 0, and an interval with- 
in which the shock occurs. The velocity distribution will 
not always be stable enough to make the curves of constant 
pressure ratio applicable, 

The region between curves B and C is an imaginary region 
in which flow with a stable velocity distribution with or 
without a shock cannot exist. . 
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flow per mlt arma in tuba, 60.1 lb/ma sq ft. 
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Pigum 1. - Schematio diagram of test apparatus. 
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3AOA TX No. 963 Figs. 2,3 

Figure 2.- Entrance nozzle A. 

Figure 3.- Entrance nozzle B. 



NACA TN No. 963 Fig. 4 c 
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Dimensions %r nozzle oontour 
d = 0.107-in.-diam. D = 0.495-in.-diam. 
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Entranoe nozzle D is entrance nozzle C with the throat 
bored out to a diameter of 0.186 inoh. 

Figure 4. -Entrance nozzle C. 
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NACA TN No. 963 Fig. 5 

Dimensions for 
nozzle contour 

d = 0.562- D = 0.945- 
inch-diem 
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Iigure 5.- Entrance nozzle E. 
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Fiigure 6.- Preesure distribution along the test 
pipe-for mbsonio flow. 
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NACA TN Ho. 963 Figs. 8,9 
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Figure 8.- Friction coefficient against distance along pipe 
for subsontc flow. 
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Figure 9.- Temperature and Mach wmber against distance along 

pipe for subsonLc flow. 



NASA TN No. 963 Figs. lo,11 
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1 .: Figure lO.- Sohlieren photograph of oblique shook fronts 
formed at the entranoe to.a tube of rectangular 

.- cross-section. Divergenoe ratio = 3,,50, 8 = 300, depth of 
passage perpendicular to the p%ne of photograph = 0.40011, 
oross-seotional area of parallel passage = 0.280 square in. 
Exposure time l/10 seoond (photograph from referenoe 8). 

c 

Figure ll.- Schlieren photograph of nozzle with the transition 
length from the diverging passage to the parallel 

passage designed to avoid oblique shock fronts. Divergence 
ratio = 3.50, depth of passage perpendioular.to the plane of 
photograph = 0.400", cross-sectional area of 
= 0.280 square in. Exposure time l/10 second P 

arallel passage 

referene 8). 
photograph from 



4 IIAOA TN No. 963 Fig. 32 
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Figure l2. Pressure ratio against distaxme along pipe using entranoe 
noeeles with different angles of divergence (e). 



NACA TN No. 963 Fig. 13 
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Figure 13.- Ratio of the measured apparent friction coefficient 
(x) to the friction coefficient for incompressible 

flow (AC) against angle of divergence (0). The friction coef- 
fioient is the mean value of the apparent friction ooefficient 
for the interval of test section from L/D = 1.59 to L/D - 26.98. 

I. The value of Xc was computed from the von Karman-Nikuradse 
relation between Reynolds number and friction coefficient. 
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Figure 14.- Apparent friction ooeffiolsnt 
against distance from the tube 

entrance. hc and Ai represent the value of 
the friction coefficient oalculated from the 
von Karman-llkuradee relation between friction $! 
coeffioient and Reynolds number, where the ? 
Reynolds nmber ie baaed on Tm and Ti 
respectively. G 
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figure 16. - Entrance Yaoh number against A+. Pi and Pa represent the pressure at the entrance ? 
and exit, reapeotlvely, of the oonetant area seotion. iii 


